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the rotate layer gadget in origin lets you easily rotate any layer in your workspace by dragging the crosshairs around the layer. origin supports layer rotation in both cartesian and polar coordinates. you can combine layer rotation with dragging to easily rotate multiple layers simultaneously. the convert to
xyz gadget in origin lets you easily convert between cartesian, polar, and spherical coordinates. origin lets you view the data in 3d space by simply clicking on the xyz data cube icon on the layer properties window. when you click on the geoxml files tab in the right-click drop down menu, you will see a list
of all available geoxml files that can be loaded into origin. when you select a geoxml file, the associated map layer will be added to the graph as a new layer. the get historical data gadget in origin retrieves data from the geonames.org server. you can select one of the many countries in the world to
retrieve historical data. you can also easily add your own country or data range to the query, and edit and save the query as a new custom map source. the data layer properties dialog in origin displays a summary of the data layer properties such as field types, dimensions, and other metadata. you can
adjust these properties for the layer to customize the appearance of the layer. if you have a favorite mapserver server that you would like to use for data visualization, you can easily export your data directly to mapserver. the data exporter gadget in origin takes advantage of the built-in mapserver
graphical interaction system (msggis).
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the docked favorites folder and the project explorer window can both be resized. use the keyboard to zoom in and out, or drag icons out of the graph window to reset the plot size. origin's multi-screen mode lets you zoom into a graph window independently on different monitors. place up to 16 origin
windows on your desktop. customizing your origin scripts: ) you can customize some of your origin scripts with arguments. you give your script one argument (first argument is the script file); that argument has a space (like a newline character) in front of it. the space is taken as the first argument to the
script file. when you write a script with arguments, you need to end the script with an argument of "/" to let origin know the argument is finished. for example, if your script is file.calc and you have four arguments, the first three arguments are: script.calc argument1 argument2 argument3, then the last

argument of script.calc is "/". this is one example of an origin workflow where all the steps are performed within the application. the panels at the top of the window are filled with custom objects that are automatically updated as the simulation proceeds. symbols, text and data items can be added to the
the data object or plot object. origin includes a history search that shows what operations were performed on the current selection, adding a powerful undo function that allows you to run multiple simulations or experiments and step back to a previous state. histograms, line plots, scatter plots and

surfaces can be moved or rotated to new positions using the graphobject tools. because the simulation controls can access most of the origin api you can write custom plugins for origin in java, c++ and python. 5ec8ef588b
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